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ABSTRACT

Research ﬁndings on the psychological effects of solitary conﬁnement have
been strikingly consistent since the early nineteenth century. Studies have
identiﬁed a wide range of frequently occurring adverse psychological reactions that commonly affect prisoners in isolation units. The prevalence of
psychological distress is extremely high. Nonetheless, use of solitary conﬁnement in the United States vastly increased in recent decades. Advocates
defend its use, often citing two recent studies to support claims that isolation
has no signiﬁcant adverse psychological effects, including even on mentally
ill people. Those studies, however, are fundamentally ﬂawed, their results are
not credible, and they should be disregarded. Critically and comprehensively
analyzing the numerous ﬂaws that compromise this recent scholarship
underscores the distinction between methodological form and substance, the
danger of privileging quantitative data irrespective of their quality, and the
importance of considering the fraught nature of the prison context in which
research results are actually generated. Solitary conﬁnement has welldocumented adverse effects. Its use should be eliminated entirely for some
groups of prisoners and greatly reduced for others.

Doing prison research, Alison Liebling has long reminded us, is deeply
emotional and intellectually challenging, with different methodological
approaches “competing for epistemological prominence—often from
different sides of the prison wall” (1999, p. 148). It takes place in “an inElectronically published March 9, 2018
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tense, risk-laden, emotionally fraught environment” (p. 163) and within
a closed environment in which prison administrators tightly control access to data and most prisoners manifest an entirely legitimate and understandable skepticism toward data gatherers.
This helps explain why, in Liebling’s words, “the pains of imprisonment are tragically underestimated by conventional methodological approaches to prison life” (p. 165). The more these conventional approaches
encourage us to conceive of prisons as more or less traditional research
settings and prisoners as mere specimens to be “objectively assessed,” the
less likely we are to gain useful insights into prison life or accurately represent the experience of those living inside.
These cautions are doubly applicable to research on solitary conﬁnement.1 It involves involuntary isolation of prisoners nearly around the
clock in sparse cells located in remote or inaccessible units. Solitary conﬁnement denies prisoners any meaningful social contact and access to
positive environmental stimulation.
These prisons within prisons are nearly impenetrable to outside researchers (or anyone else). Prison ofﬁcials tightly control access to solitary conﬁnement units and to the prisoners inside them. They typically
rebuff attempts by researchers to observe conditions and practices, let
alone to carefully assess their potentially harmful effects. Prisoners in solitary conﬁnement tend to be even more self-protective than other prisoners are (as part of their accommodation to harsh and frequently abusive conditions) and reluctant to have their “measure” taken by persons
whom they have no reason to trust. They generally subscribe strongly to
prisoner norms against displaying or acknowledging vulnerabilities that
could be interpreted as weakness. The inapt pejorative designation of
them as collectively “the worst of the worst” does not inspire conﬁdence
in or candor toward outsiders, and certainly not toward anyone remotely
associated with the prison administration.
These realities pose a host of methodological challenges for anyone
interested in understanding the nature and effects of prison isolation. This
is in part why studies of the effects of solitary conﬁnement on prisoners
1
I use “solitary conﬁnement” to refer to forms of prison isolation in which prisoners are
housed involuntarily in their cells for upward of 23 hours per day and denied the opportunity to engage in normal and meaningful social interaction and congregate activities, including correctional programming. The term subsumes a range of prison nomenclature
including “administrative segregation,” “security housing units,” “high security,” and
“close management,” among others.
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have rarely, if ever, approximated experimental research designs (including
quasi- or natural experimental designs).
Solitary conﬁnement units not only are largely impenetrable to outsiders but also, of course, are subject to legal and ethical restrictions that preclude random assignment of prisoners into them. The rigid prison rules
and operating procedures that govern these places can easily frustrate the
use of the kind of meticulous controls over conditions and participants
that are needed to carry out anything remotely resembling an experiment.
The distinctiveness of solitary conﬁnement units and the nonnegotiable
staff mandates under which they operate make it difﬁcult, if not impossible, to implement rigorous conventional research designs (e.g., representative samples, control groups, repeated measures). Efforts to conduct
randomized or truly controlled studies inevitably face signiﬁcant risks
that the data collected will be so confounded by inevitable methodological compromises as to be uninterpretable and, therefore, meaningless.
Nonetheless, scholars and researchers know a great deal about the negative effects of solitary conﬁnement. We have ﬁrsthand or autobiographical accounts by former prisoners (e.g., Burney 1961) and staff members
(e.g., Rundle 1973; Slater 1986); ethnographic, interview, and observational research (e.g., Benjamin and Lux 1975; Toch 1975; Hilliard 1976;
Jackson 1983; Rhodes 2004; Reiter 2016); and cross-sectional studies that
assess prisoners’ psychological reactions at particular times (e.g., Grassian 1983; Brodsky and Scogin 1988; Haney 2003).
Much of the important research is qualitative, but there is a substantial
amount of it and the ﬁndings are robust. They can also be “triangulated,”
that is, studied through a range of methods and in settings sometimes
similar but not necessarily identical to solitary conﬁnement (e.g., Turner,
Cardinal, and Burton 2017). Numerous literature reviews have noted
that scientists from diverse disciplinary backgrounds, working independently and across several continents, and over many decades, have
reached almost identical conclusions about the negative effects of isolation in general and solitary conﬁnement in particular (e.g., Haney and
Lynch 1997; Haney 2003; Grassian 2006; Smith 2006; Arrigo and Bullock 2008). Those robust ﬁndings are also theoretically coherent. That
is, they are consistent with and explained by a rapidly growing literature
on the importance of meaningful social contact for maintenance of mental and physical health.
Largely because of the robustness and theoretical underpinnings of
the data, numerous scientiﬁc and professional organizations have reached
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a broad consensus about the damaging effects of solitary conﬁnement.
Several years ago, for example, a National Academies of Science committee reviewed the existing research and concluded that solitary conﬁnement can precipitate such “serious psychological change” in prisoners
that the practice “is best minimized” (National Research Council 2014,
p. 201). The American Psychological Association (2016, p. 1), the world’s
largest professional association of psychologists, asserted that “solitary
conﬁnement is associated with severe harm to physical and mental health
among both youth and adults, including: increased risk of self-mutilation,
and suicidal ideation; greater anxiety, depression, sleep disturbance, paranoia, and aggression; exacerbation of the onset of pre-existing mental illness and trauma symptoms; [and] increased risk of cardiovascular problems.”
Similarly, the National Commission on Correctional Health Care
(2016), a highly respected organization of correctional medical and mental health professionals, promulgated a series of “principles” with respect
to solitary conﬁnement. They are intended to guide the ethical conduct
of its members, including that placement in solitary conﬁnement for longer than 15 days represents “cruel, inhumane, and degrading treatment”
that is “harmful to an individual’s health” (p. 260) and that “health care
staff must advocate” to remove persons from solitary conﬁnement whenever “their medical or mental health deteriorates” (p. 261).
Summarizing this growing consensus, a joint 2016 statement of the Association of State Correctional Administrators (the largest professional
association of American prison administrators) and Yale Law School’s
Liman Public Interest Program observed that demands for change in
use of solitary conﬁnement are being made around the world. More speciﬁcally,
Commitments to reform and efforts to limit or abolish the use of
isolating conﬁnement come from stakeholders and actors in and out
of government. Documentation of the harms of isolation, coupled
with its costs and the dearth of evidence suggesting that it enhances
security, has prompted prison directors, legislatures, executive branch
ofﬁcials, and advocacy groups to try to limit reliance on restricted
housing. Instead of being cast as the solution to a problem, restricted
housing has come to be understood by many as a problem in need of a
solution. (Association of State Correctional Administrators and the
Arthur Liman Public Interest Program 2016, p. 15)
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Even more recently, the director of the Colorado Department of Corrections, Rick Raemisch, announced that Colorado has ended use of
long-term solitary conﬁnement, so that even prisoners “who commit serious violations like assault will now spend at most 15 days in solitary”
(2017, p. A25). This development in Colorado is especially notable, for
reasons that become clear in the pages that follow.
Against this backdrop, in 2009 and 2010 word began to circulate among
prison researchers and policy makers that a new, supposedly unassailable
scientiﬁc study—the “Colorado study”—had produced results that contravened many decades of empirical ﬁndings on the harmful effects of
prison isolation. Lovell and Toch (2011, p. 3) characterized a number of
its ﬁndings as “ﬂabbergasting,” and indeed they were. Among the most
startling were that a year-long stay in solitary conﬁnement resulted in
no “signiﬁcant decline in psychological well-being over time”; that on
most measures, including cognitive performance, “there was improved
functioning over time”; and most remarkably that many more mentally
ill prisoners beneﬁted from isolation than were damaged by it (O’Keefe
et al. 2010, pp. 54, 78). The Colorado researchers thus reported data indicating that solitary conﬁnement made prisoners feel and think better,
especially if they were mentally ill.
In fact, however, the Colorado study was riddled with serious methodological problems that limited its value and made the meaning of the results impossible to decipher. Notwithstanding its authors’ frank, albeit
at times opaque and oblique, acknowledgments of some of its fundamental weaknesses, defenders of solitary conﬁnement have seized on it. It has
become a last bastion of resistance against a widespread and growing consensus that use of solitary conﬁnement should be eliminated or drastically
limited.
The Colorado study’s inﬂuence has been ampliﬁed by an equally ﬂawed
meta-analysis that relied very heavily on it and signiﬁcantly mischaracterized the prior literature on the effects of isolated conﬁnement (Morgan et al. 2016). Of course, the inﬂuence of a fundamentally ﬂawed study
can grow if it and the data it produced are included in literature reviews
that overlook glaring weaknesses. This risk is greater in meta-analytic than
in narrative literature reviews that focus on decontextualized “effect sizes”
irrespective of methodological shortcomings of individual studies. Unlike narrative reviews, meta-analyses include only quantitative outcomes
or effects. This elevates the importance of numerical outcomes and often
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scants nuanced assessments of data quality. This is particularly a problem
for prison research, an enterprise that is fraught with emotional and methodological challenges, in which aspects of the institutional context or setting can fundamentally alter the nature of the research and the meaning
of its results. That is precisely what happened in the Morgan et al. (2016)
meta-analysis.
In the following pages, I ﬁrst discuss the scientiﬁc basis for the broad
consensus that solitary conﬁnement has substantial negative psychological effects on prisoners. I then discuss the Colorado study and the Morgan et al. (2016) meta-analysis based largely on it. Both are textbook examples of how things can go terribly wrong when researchers fail to take
account of the unique nature of the prison environment, the special
emotional and methodological challenges of prison research in general,
and the contingent and unpredictable conditions and practices that affect solitary conﬁnement units in particular.

I. Solitary Conﬁnement Research and Practice
Documentation of the damaging nature and psychological effects of solitary conﬁnement has a very long history, dating at least to the early
nineteenth century, when solitary conﬁnement was the modal form of
imprisonment. The notion that prisoners could be reformed—made
“penitent”—by time spent in isolation dominated American correctional
thinking and practice and eventually spread throughout Europe. Yet the
practice was recognized as a dangerous failure not long after its inception. Haney and Lynch (1997), Toch (2003), Grassian (2006), and Smith
(2006) reviewed much of the early historical literature. Reports on solitary conﬁnement at Pentonville Prison in England described “twenty
times more cases of mental disease than in any other prison in the country” (Hibbert 1963, p. 160). Accounts of solitary conﬁnement in the
Netherlands documented “again and again, reports of insanity, suicide,
and the complete alienation of prisoners from social life” ( Franke 1992,
p. 128). Newspaper reports from Philadelphia observed that prisoners in
solitary conﬁnement at the Walnut Street Jail “beg, with the greatest
earnestness, that they may be hanged out of their misery” (Masur 1989,
p. 83). Charles Dickens concluded that a prisoner kept in that “melancholy
house” was like “a man buried alive . . . dead to everything but torturing
anxieties and horrible despair” (Dickens 1842, p. 116). A similar regime
in Auburn, New York, was described as “a hopeless failure that led to a
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marked prevalence of sickness and insanity on the part of convicts in solitary
conﬁnement” (Barnes 1921, p. 53). Stuart Grassian (2006, pp. 342–43)
reported that “between 1854 and 1909, thirty-seven articles appeared in
German scientiﬁc journals on the subject of psychotic disturbances among
prisoners.” The “most consistent factor” accounting for prison psychoses,
“reported in over half the total literature, was solitary conﬁnement.”
Systematic early studies of solitary conﬁnement in the United States
used what is now seen as a somewhat outmoded theoretical framework,
focusing narrowly on sensory rather than social deprivation (e.g., Scott
and Gendreau 1969; Gendreau et al. 1972). Even so, the authors of one
early study concluded that “excessive deprivation of liberty, here deﬁned
as near complete conﬁnement to the cell, results in deep emotional
disturbances” (Cormier and Williams 1966, p. 484). In a review of the
sensory deprivation literature, Haney and Lynch (1997) noted that “the
dissimilarities between conditions created in these studies and those in
solitary conﬁnement or punitive segregation in correctional institutions
are obvious.” They also observed that, nonetheless, the early research
did “emphasize the importance of sensory stimulation in human experience and the dramatic effects that can be produced when such stimulation
is signiﬁcantly curtailed” (p. 502).
More recent research focuses on the psychological damage that results
from social deprivation. Hans Toch’s large-scale psychological study of
prisoners in crisis in New York State correctional facilities included important observations about the effects of isolation. After conducting numerous in-depth interviews, Toch (1975, p. 54) concluded that “isolation
panic” was a serious problem in solitary conﬁnement. The symptoms
Toch described included rage, panic, loss of control and breakdowns,
psychological regression, and build-ups of physiological and psychic tension that led to incidents of self-mutilation. He noted that isolation panic
could occur under other conditions of conﬁnement but that it was “most
sharply prevalent in segregation.” Moreover, it marked an important dichotomy for prisoners: the “distinction between imprisonment, which is
tolerable, and isolation, which is not.”
Empirical studies have identiﬁed a wide range of frequently occurring
adverse psychological reactions to solitary conﬁnement.2 These include
2
For reviews of the literature documenting these adverse reactions, see Haney and
Lynch (1997), Haney (2003), Cloyes et al. (2006), Grassian (2006), Smith (2006), and
Arrigo and Bullock (2008).
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stress-related reactions (such as decreased appetite, trembling hands,
sweating palms, heart palpitations, and a sense of impending emotional
breakdown); sleep disturbances (including nightmares and sleeplessness);
heightened levels of anxiety and panic; irritability, aggression, and rage;
paranoia, ruminations, and violent fantasies; cognitive dysfunction, hypersensitivity to stimuli, and hallucinations; loss of emotional control, mood
swings, lethargy, ﬂattened affect, and depression; increased suicidality and
instances of self-harm; and, ﬁnally, paradoxical tendencies to further social
withdrawal.
The prevalence of psychological distress, at least as suffered in certain
solitary conﬁnement settings, appears to be extremely high. A study conducted at the Security Housing Unit (SHU) at Pelican Bay State Prison
in California (Haney 1993; Reiter 2016), an especially severe solitary
conﬁnement facility, is illustrative. Structured interviews were used to
assess a randomly selected, representative sample of 100 prisoners to
determine the prevalence of symptoms of psychological stress, trauma,
and isolation-related psychopathology (Haney 2003). The interviews included demographic questions, brief social and institutional histories, and
systematic assessments of 25 items, based in part on the Omnibus Stress
Index ( Jones 1976) and on other instruments similar to those used in
Brodsky and Scogin (1988). Every symptom of psychological stress and
trauma but one (fainting) was experienced by more than half of the assessed prisoners; many were reported by two-thirds or more and some by
nearly everyone. Well over half of the prisoners reported distress-related
symptoms—headaches, trembling, sweaty palms, and heart palpitations.
High numbers of the Pelican Bay SHU prisoners also reported suffering from isolation-related symptoms of pathology. Nearly all reported
ruminations or intrusive thoughts, oversensitivity to external stimuli, irrational anger and irritability, difﬁculties with attention and often with
memory, and a tendency to withdraw socially. Almost as many reported
symptoms indicative of mood or emotional disorders: concerns over emotional ﬂatness or losing the ability to feel, swings in emotional response,
and feelings of depression or sadness that did not go away. Finally, sizable
minorities reported symptoms that are typically associated only with more
extreme forms of psychopathology—hallucinations, perceptual distortions, and thoughts of suicide.
Social withdrawal, a common reaction to solitary, is related to a broader
set of social pathologies that prisoners often experience as they attempt to
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adapt to an environment devoid of normal, meaningful social contact. In
order to exist and function in solitary conﬁnement, where day-to-day life
lacks meaningful interaction and closeness with others, prisoners have little choice but to adapt in ways that are asocial and, ultimately, psychologically harmful.
A large international literature has reached similar conclusions on the
adverse psychological effects of solitary conﬁnement. Solitary conﬁnement not only is a common form of mistreatment to which prisoners of
war have been subjected and been adversely affected (e.g., Hinkle and
Wolff 1956) but also is associated with “higher levels of later life disability” among returnees (Hunt et al. 2008, p. 616). It is frequently used as a
component of torture (e.g., Foster, Davis, and Sandler 1987; Nowak 2006;
Reyes 2007). Solitary conﬁnement has been studied in more traditional
international criminal justice contexts as well. For example, Barte (1989,
p. 52) concluded that solitary conﬁnement in French prisons had such
“psychopathogenic” effects that prisoners placed there for extended periods could become schizophrenic, making the practice unjustiﬁable, counterproductive, and “a denial of the bonds that unite humankind.”
Koch (1986, pp. 124–25) studied “acute isolation syndrome” among
detainees in Denmark that occurred after only a few days in isolation
and included “problems of concentration, restlessness, failure of memory, sleeping problems and impaired sense of time and ability to follow
the rhythm of day and night.” If isolation persisted for a few weeks or
more, it could lead to “chronic isolation syndrome,” including intensiﬁed difﬁculties with memory and concentration, “inexplicable fatigue,”
a “distinct emotional liability” that included ﬁts of rage, hallucinations,
and the “extremely common” belief among prisoners that “they have gone
or are going mad.”
Volkart, Dittrich, et al. (1983) studied penal isolation in Switzerland.
They concluded that, compared with prisoners in normal conﬁnement,
those in solitary displayed considerably more psychopathological symptoms, including heightened feelings of anxiety, emotional hypersensitivity, ideas of persecution, and thought disorders (see also Waligora 1974;
Volkart, Rothenﬂuh, et al. 1983; Bauer et al. 1993).
The major reviews of the literature reach the same conclusions as the
seminal studies. Haney and Lynch (1997, pp. 530, 537) noted that “distinctive patterns of negative effects have emerged clearly, consistently,
and unequivocally from personal accounts, descriptive studies, and sys-
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tematic research on solitary and punitive segregation.” The “psychologically destructive treatment” to which prisoners are exposed in solitary
conﬁnement is so severe that it likely “would not be countenanced for
any other group in our society.”
Grassian’s extensive survey of solitary conﬁnement research concluded
that “the restriction of environmental stimulation and social isolation associated with conﬁnement in solitary are strikingly toxic to mental functioning, including, in some prisoners, a stuporous condition associated
with perceptual and cognitive impairment and affective disturbances”
(2006, p. 354).
That same year, Smith’s comprehensive review concluded that “the
vast majority” of studies on the effects of solitary conﬁnement “document signiﬁcant negative health effects” (2006, p. 456). He observed that
“research on effects of solitary conﬁnement has produced a massive
body of data documenting serious adverse health effects” (p. 475) including “anger, hatred, bitterness, boredom, stress, loss of the sense of reality, suicidal thoughts, trouble sleeping, impaired concentration, confusion, depression, and hallucinations” (p. 488).
Similarly, Arrigo and Bullock (2008) concluded that “nearly all investigators acknowledge that long-term segregation, mistreatment by correctional staff, and preexisting psychological vulnerability are all apt to
result in negative mental health consequences for convicts” and that
“the extreme isolation and harsh conditions of conﬁnement in [solitary
conﬁnement] typically exacerbate the symptoms of mental illness” (p. 632).
There is an important, theoretically coherent framework that helps explain the consistency of these conclusions. A burgeoning literature in social psychology and related disciplines shows that solitary conﬁnement is
a potentially harmful form of sensory deprivation but also, and more destructively, exposes prisoners to pathological levels of social deprivation.
Numerous studies have established the critical psychological signiﬁcance
of social contact, connectedness, and belonging (e.g., Fiorillo and Sabatini 2011; Hafner et al. 2011; Cacioppo and Cacioppo 2012). Meaningful
social interactions and social connectedness can have a positive effect on
people’s physical and mental health in settings outside of prison and, conversely, social isolation in general can undermine health and psychological well-being. Thus, it makes sound psychological sense that exposure to
especially severe forms of material, sensory, and social deprivation harms
prisoners’ mental health.
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Indeed, researchers have concluded that human brains are “wired to
connect” to others (Lieberman 2013). Thwarting the need to establish
and maintain connections to others undermines psychological well-being
and increases physical morbidity and mortality. Because “social connection is crucial to human development, health, and survival,” experts have
called for it to be recognized as a national public health priority ( HoltLunstad, Robles, and Sbarra 2017, p. 527). The involuntary, coercive,
hostile, and demeaning aspects of solitary conﬁnement are likely to exacerbate the negative effects of social isolation that have repeatedly been
documented in more benign contexts.
Given these long-standing and theoretically informed ﬁndings, a study
purporting to show that psychological effects of solitary conﬁnement
range from harmless to beneﬁcial would normally not be taken seriously.
Sometimes, however, the appearance of seemingly objective scientiﬁc
ﬁndings provides legitimacy to doubtful conclusions, especially when
they support contested policy or political agendas. That is precisely what
happened in the case of the Colorado study. Its authors described it as
a scientiﬁc advance over all previous studies, and some commentators
prematurely lauded its methodological rigor. It appeared on the surface
to be an ambitious and well-designed longitudinal study, with appropriate comparison groups and a host of dependent variables that were to be
examined. Data were collected through the repeated administration of
instruments said to be validated, and an unusually large number of prisoners were to be assessed over a 1-year period.
The reality was very different. The project could not be, and was not,
carried out as planned, partly because of powerful demands and correctional contingencies inherent in prison settings in general and solitary conﬁnement in particular. The problems proved insurmountable: comparison
groups were not comparable, and the integrity of the “treatments” each
group received was quickly corrupted. I discuss these and numerous other
problems in the next section. The fundamental methodological ﬂaws that
plagued the study prevented collection of any meaningful data and ensured that no meaningful conclusions could be drawn.
The Colorado study nonetheless has continued to play an outsized
role in contentious policy debates in which proponents of solitary conﬁnement draw on it to support positions that are becoming indefensible.
Defenders have characterized the study as “an outstanding example of
applied correctional research” that was “planned with great care,” em-
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ployed a “rigorous” design, and produced results that “were about as conclusive as possible” showing that solitary conﬁnement has few or no adverse effects (Gendreau and Labrecque 2016, p. 9).
A year after the study’s release, the National Institute of Corrections
devoted an entire issue of Corrections and Mental Health to discussion of
it. One writer (other than the Colorado researchers themselves) who endorsed its results and defended its methodology was Paul Gendreau, a
well-known Canadian researcher and long-time prison system employee.
Despite not having published primary research data on isolation since
the early 1970s, he had defended its use over many decades, for example,
in a 1984 article entitled “Solitary Conﬁnement Is Not Cruel and Unusual: People Sometimes Are!” (Gendreau and Bonta 1984). In Corrections and Mental Health, Gendreau hailed the Colorado study as a “truly
signiﬁcant contribution to our knowledge base about the effects of prison
life for one of the most severe forms of incarceration” and asserted that
“in terms of its methodological rigor” no other study “comes close” (Gendreau and Theriault 2011, p. 1). Moreover, despite the deep skepticism
voiced by all of the other contributors to the special issue except Gendreau and the study’s authors, the journal’s editor described the Colorado
study as “an important report” because it showed that “administrative
segregation is not terribly harmful” ( Immarigeon 2011, p. 1).
Similarly, when a brief summary of the study appeared in a scholarly
journal (O’Keefe et al. 2013), it was accompanied by commentary written
by several prominent clinicians who claimed to have witnessed as much as
or more psychological improvement among isolated prisoners than decompensation. They praised the study as “groundbreaking” and described
its methodology as “solid” (Berger, Chaplin, and Trestman 2013, pp. 61–
63). The authors averred that “the extremes of solitary conﬁnement have
been misunderstood” and that “people are resilient and are able to thrive
under even difﬁcult environmental conditions.”
The respected Irish prison researcher Ian O’Donnell, though more
circumspect, offered similar observations. Although O’Donnell acknowledged some limitations, he praised the study’s methodology and invoked
its results to support some of his own views. “However unpalatable they
might appear to some parties,” he asserted, the study’s ﬁndings “must be
taken seriously” (2014, p. 120). O’Donnell characterized the study as “valuable” because, he said, it “highlights the individual’s capacity to adapt”
(p. 122). He defended the Colorado researchers against criticism, noting
that it is ethically impossible to study solitary conﬁnement with “sufﬁ-
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cient scientiﬁc rigour to satisfy everyone” (p. 122). The study’s results
suggest, he wrote, “that segregation was not highly detrimental to those
forced to endure it” (p. 120) and that the harmfulness of this form of penal
conﬁnement “may have been over-emphasized” (p. 123).3
The Colorado study also ﬁgures prominently in correctional policy
reviews by recalcitrant prison ofﬁcials who do not want to modify segregation practices and in litigation over the harmful effects of solitary
conﬁnement, where those defending it are eager to ﬁnd support.4 For
example, the US Government Accountability Ofﬁce conducted a review
of segregated housing practices in the federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP):
“BOP HQ ofﬁcials cited the 2010 DOJ-funded study of the psychological impact of solitary conﬁnement in the Colorado state prison system.
This study showed that segregated housing of up to 1 year may not have
greater negative psychological impacts than non-segregated housing on
inmates. While the DOJ-funded study did not assess inmates in BOP facilities, BOP management told us this study shows that segregation has

3
O’Donnell indicated that the study documented the “beneﬁts” of solitary, ones he suggested derived from “the many hours spent in quiet contemplation” in solitary conﬁnement units. He also suggested that the results buttressed his own belief that “severe forms
of trauma are sometimes accompanied by an improvement in functioning” (p. 123).
4
For example, consider the “Expert Report by Robert Morgan, PhD, Ashker, et al. v.
Governor, et al., Case No.:C09-05796 CW ( N.D. Cal.)” submitted under oath to a federal
district court. Morgan opined that being housed in extremely harsh solitary conﬁnement
(the SHU in California’s Pelican Bay State Prison) for “ten or more continuous years does not
place inmates at substantial risk of serious mental harm” (p. 1; emphasis added), a position
that he supported in part by citing the Colorado study. He described the study as “the most
sophisticated study to date on the topic” of the effects of solitary conﬁnement, claimed it
showed “an absence of adverse effects for segregated inmates” (p. 1), and cited the results
of his own meta-analysis (which was incorporated into Morgan et al. [2016], which I discuss later in this essay) to buttress his defense of long-term solitary conﬁnement. Similarly,
see the “Expert Report Provided in the Matter of BCCLA and JHS v. AGC, Court
No.:S150415” by Jeremy Mills, PhD, ﬁled in support of the continued use of solitary conﬁnement in Canadian prisons. The Colorado study is described by Mills as “quite likely the
most sophisticated longitudinal study to date examining the effects of segregation on mentally ill and non–mentally ill offenders” (p. 13). He also characterized meta-analyses like the
Morgan et al. meta-analysis, of which he was a coauthor, as “a hallmark of the scientiﬁc
process” (p. 12). Mills embraced the Colorado study’s conclusions as supportive of his own,
which were gleaned from his “clinical experience” working in segregation units on behalf
of the Canadian Correctional Service. These included his view that both mentally ill and
non–mentally ill prisoners usually need only “a few days” of “a period of adjustment” to
get used to solitary conﬁnement. He suggested that prisoners placed in solitary conﬁnement
“more frequently” forgo the adjustment period entirely because “they are familiar with the
environment” (p. 14). Neither Morgan nor Mills acknowledged the Colorado study’s numerous fundamental methodological ﬂaws or indicated that the Morgan et al. meta-analysis on
which they relied was based primarily on it.
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little or no adverse long-term impact on inmates” (Government Accountability Ofﬁce 2013, p. 39).
The Colorado study’s continuing cachet in prison policy making and
important legal circles means that its scientiﬁc bona ﬁdes bear especially
careful analysis. Examining and deconstructing its methodology is a tedious but worthwhile exercise because it illustrates the difﬁculty of honoring norms of scientiﬁc rigor in a setting in which conventional research
designs are nearly impossible to implement and necessary trade-offs are
especially costly to the quality of the data collected. I turn to that exercise
in Section II and to a deconstruction of the Morgan et al. (2016) metaanalysis in Section III.

II. Interrogating the Colorado Study
Results of the Colorado study appeared in two versions: a lengthy ﬁnal
report to the National Institute of Justice (O’Keefe et al. 2010) and a
short article in the Journal of the American Academy of Psychiatry and
Law (O’Keefe et al. 2013). I mostly discuss the more detailed National
Institute of Justice report.5 I also draw on two depositions, under oath,
of Maureen O’Keefe, the lead researcher, in connection with prisoner litigation concerning Colorado’s “supermax” facility (where much of the
study was conducted). In response to detailed questions, O’Keefe discussed numerous issues not raised in the report or fully addressed in published exchanges following its release.6
Why the study was undertaken is unclear. Neither of the primary
researchers had prior experience with solitary conﬁnement. Maureen
O’Keefe had a master’s degree in clinical psychology but no prior involvement in research on the effects of isolation. Kelli Klebe was a psychometrician who also had no direct experience with solitary conﬁnement (O’Keefe 2010, pp. 13–14). Yet they designed the study (pp. 77–79).
The study’s impetus may have come from Larry Reid, warden of the
Colorado supermax prison that housed prisoners assigned to administra5
A number of brief but highly critical commentaries by prison researchers also questioned aspects of the methodology: Grassian and Kupers (2011), Rhodes and Lovell
(2011), Shalev and Lloyd (2011), and Smith (2011). See also the response to at least some
of these criticisms by Metzner and O’Keefe (2011).
6
The two depositions are Deposition of Maureen O’Keefe, Dunlap v. Zavaras, Civil Action no. 09-CV-01196-CMA-MEH, October 5, 2010; and Deposition of Maureen
O’Keefe at 96, 101 Sardakowski v. Clements, Civil Action no. 12-CV-01326-RBJ-KLM,
October 25, 2013.
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tive segregation. O’Keefe indicated that Reid “kept pushing for the
study to be done” and served as a member of the study’s advisory board
(2010, p. 51). A few years before the Colorado study was planned, administrators at a Wisconsin supermax had lost a lawsuit over their use
of solitary conﬁnement ( Jones ’El v. Berge, 164 F.Supp. 2d 1097 [W.D.
Wis. 2001]), and Reid apparently wanted to avoid a similar decision. As
O’Keefe (2013, p. 44) observed, “I believe [Reid’s] concern was that
Wisconsin had lost the case and it had severely restricted their ability to
use administrative segregation.”
The Colorado researchers said that they expected to ﬁnd that administrative segregation had negative psychological effects: “We hypothesized that inmates in segregation would experience greater psychological
deterioration over time than comparison inmates, who were comprised
of similar offenders conﬁned in non-segregation prisons” (O’Keefe et al.
2010, p. viii). If so, Warden Reid did not appear to share that view. The
Colorado Department of Corrections then housed “three times as many
people in solitary conﬁnement as the average state prison system” (Correctional News 2012, p. 1). Moreover, O’Keefe (2013, p. 46) acknowledged
that Reid “was very pro administrative segregation and all of us on the
project felt that way.”
Psychologist John Stoner, the mental health coordinator at the Colorado supermax prison, also strongly supported administrative segregation and served as a member of the study’s advisory board. He had testiﬁed
in the Wisconsin case that administrative segregation was not “as detrimental to mental health as others have found it to be” ( Jones ’El v. Berge,
p. 1104). Among other things, Stoner said that he was not troubled by
Wisconsin’s use of “boxcar” cells with solid metal doors that closed off visual contact and mufﬂed sound because he thought they were “necessary
for the protection of staff and other inmates” (p. 1104). He also observed
in written testimony that prisoners in isolation who appeared to be seriously mentally ill were likely not as sick as other experts indicated; he
speculated that they might be malingering. Although Stoner told the court
in Jones ’El v. Berge that the isolated housing conditions at the prison were
entirely appropriate, the judge disagreed. She held that the Wisconsin facility was unconstitutionally harsh for mentally ill prisoners and ordered
them removed.
In any event, the Colorado researchers started out with a seemingly
good idea and what appeared to be a reasonable research design. They
would identify groups of prisoners housed in administrative segregation
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(AS) and in the general population (GP), subdivided into those suffering from serious mental illness (MI ) and not ( NMI). Their psychological status would be tracked for 1 year to determine whether and how the
different groups were affected by different conditions of conﬁnement.7
The characteristics of the AS and GP prisoners were not matched at the
outset but were expected to be more or less comparable because all had
committed rules violations for which they might have received an AS
placement.
Assignments to AS were thus not random. The researchers reported
that “placement into AS or GP conditions occurred as a function of routine prison operations, pending the outcome of their AS hearing, without involvement of the researchers. . . . Inmates who returned to GP following an AS hearing were assumed to be as similar as possible to AS
inmates and, therefore, comprised the comparison groups” (O’Keefe
et al. 2010, p. 17). The prisoners whom prison authorities chose to send
to administrative segregation became the treatment group and those returned to the general population became the comparison group (again,
with each group subdivided into those identiﬁed by the prison system as
mentally ill and those not).
Unfortunately, the plan fell apart almost immediately. The prison
context and “routine prison operations” fundamentally undermined the
research design.
A. Contamination of Treatment and Comparison Groups
The study’s implementation was compromised in two fundamental
ways. It is important at this juncture to acknowledge the distinction between mere methodological “limitations”—respects in which a study is
not perfect—and problems that are so fundamental that they make the
resulting data uninterpretable. The two ﬂaws from which the Colorado
study suffered were fatal—separately and in combination.
1. All Participants Were Exposed to the Treatment. All participants in
the study, including those in the comparison group, were initially placed
7
Data for one group of participants—prisoners “with the most acute psychiatric symptoms” housed at a psychiatric treatment facility where they lived and interacted with one another “on their living unit” (O’Keefe et al. 2010, pp. 14 –15)— did not bear directly on the
issue of whether and how much prisoners were affected by AS. The researchers included
them separately “to study inmates with serious mental illness and behavioral problems
who were managed in a psychiatric prison setting” (p. 17). The prisoners in this group were
not living in conditions remotely comparable to prisoners housed in conventional GP or AS
units.
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in “punitive segregation,” a severe form of solitary conﬁnement, for unspeciﬁed but not insigniﬁcant periods, before being assigned to administrative segregation or the general population. “At the time leading up
to and during their AS hearing,” the researchers acknowledged, “inmates
have typically been in segregation” (O’Keefe et al. 2010, p. 8).8 The reason was that Colorado prison ofﬁcials were required to hold hearings to
determine whether prisoners were guilty of infractions and if so whether
AS punishment was warranted. Prisoners in Colorado as elsewhere are
placed in special housing while they await the outcomes of their disciplinary hearings, often for days or weeks before the process is complete.
Thus, the researchers also noted that “offenders reclassiﬁed to AS remain
in a punitive segregation bed until an AS bed becomes available” (O’Keefe
et al. 2013, p. 50; emphasis added).
Although this is routine correctional practice, its methodological implications were disastrous. It meant that all members of the comparison
group were exposed to a severe dose of the isolation “treatment” before
the study began. O’Keefe et al. (2010, p. 9) indicated that the punitive
segregation conditions where prisoners were kept while disciplinary proceedings unfolded were so harsh that they were “only intended to be used
for a short period of time.” This severity distinguished it from AS, which
was intended to be used for much longer periods. Here is how they described punitive segregation:
Punitive segregation offenders remain in their cell for 23 to 24 hours a
day, only coming out for recreation and showers, both of which are
located in the living unit. Therefore, most do not leave the unit during
their segregation time. Services including meals, library, laundry,
and even medical and mental health appointments occur at the cell
door. If a situation warrants an offender to be out of cell, the offender
is placed in full restraints and escorted to a room within the unit
8
Why “typically” is unclear. The report indicates that all prisoners (including the GP
comparison groups) were placed in some form of isolation before, during, and shortly after
their AS hearings. It is hard to imagine a procedure in which a prisoner would be taken
directly out of GP, immediately given an AS hearing, and immediately returned to GP,
without having spent time in some form of isolated housing. In fact, the authors reported
that AS participants “on average completed their initial test 7 days (SD p 7.3) after their
AS hearing,” that GP participants on average “were tested 16 days (SD p 18.9) after their
hearing,” and that “on average, 43 percent of inmates . . . [had] been conﬁned in segregation (40 percent in AS groups and 3 percent in GP groups) for an average of 18.2 days
(SD p 18.1)” (p. 30). These ﬁgures are mathematically impossible. Moreover, they are
at odds with O’Keefe’s deposition testimony and with a statement in a more recent published “reﬂection” on the study (O’Keefe 2017).
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where he or she can meet privately. Many offenders do not like being
taken out of their cells because of the use of full restraints. Additionally, they may not like leaving their cell because ofﬁcers may take
the opportunity to search the cell for contraband.
Due to the disciplinary nature of punitive segregation, offenders are
stripped of most privileges during their stay. Punitive segregation
inmates are neither allowed to work nor permitted to participate in
programs or education. Furthermore, their televisions are removed,
and they cannot order canteen beyond essential hygiene items.
(O’Keefe et al. 2010, p. 8)
Punitive segregation prisoners were denied visits, which were considered too labor intensive for prison staff to administer.
In contrast to AS, prisoners in punitive segregation also were denied
the opportunity to engage in programming or education and were “unable to begin working their way toward leaving segregation” (O’Keefe
et al. 2010, p. 9). Thus, even study participants who wound up in AS likely
experienced punitive segregation as a much worse form of treatment.
This initial exposure of all participants to an especially harsh form of
solitary conﬁnement in punitive segregation made it impossible to draw
meaningful inferences about any separate, subsequent effects of GP versus AS. There can be no comparison group in a study in which all of its
participants are subjected to a harsh form of the treatment whose effects
are being measured.
It is impossible to know whether or how control group prisoners were
damaged by the time spent in punitive segregation and whether those
effects continued throughout the study. Nor could anyone know whether
the AS prisoners were actually relieved to enter the “treatment” because it
was less harsh than punitive segregation. These imponderables could account for participants’ psychological reactions, including the reported lack
of differences between the AS and GP groups and the reported “improvement” or lack of deterioration of many members of the AS group. This
was thus no longer a study of administrative segregation compared with
no administrative segregation, but of varying and unspeciﬁed amounts
of segregation experienced by everyone.
A different kind of analysis might have salvaged something by using
the exact periods of overall exposure to administrative segregation–like
conditions (including time in punitive segregation) as a continuous variable to estimate whether duration had an effect. However, the amount
of time in segregation each prisoner experienced is not reported, so this
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kind of analysis was apparently not conducted. O’Keefe et al. (2010)
treated their data as if they had done a classic treatment versus no treatment study, even though they had not.
The likelihood that initial exposure to punitive segregation conditions had signiﬁcant negative psychological effects on most participants
is more than just speculation. The National Institute of Justice report acknowledged that three of the four groups “showed symptoms that were
associated with the SHU syndrome” from the outset (O’Keefe et al.
2010, p. viii), which seems a clear indication that the initial period of
segregation adversely affected participants before their AS terms began.
High levels of psychological distress measured during or after the prisoners’ initial exposure to punitive segregation continued throughout the
study. O’Keefe emphasized in a deposition that prisoners in all groups
reported “pretty high elevations” of psychological distress (2010, p. 171)
and that “clearly, very clearly, the offenders responded with very high
elevations. They reported high levels of psychological distress” (p. 201).
Symptoms of distress were so elevated that the researchers wondered, and
tried to test, whether the prisoners were malingering: “We had this huge
rate of offenders who looked like they could be malingering” (O’Keefe
2013, p. 89). O’Keefe recognized, however, that high scores on a malingering scale “could indicate a lot of psychological problems.” In the end,
the researchers “didn’t really believe that [the prisoners] were malingering” and discarded the results of the malingering scale without analyzing
them (p. 89).
Thus, although the researchers acknowledged that most of the participants began the study very much affected by emotional and behavioral
trauma, they seem not to have considered that much of that trauma resulted from time spent in the punitive segregation units. Nor did they
consider that, when participants “naturally got better as time went on”
(O’Keefe 2013, p. 91), it was likely because the conditions of punitive
segregation that all of them had experienced were now alleviated, even
for those who ended up in AS.
The amount of time that the study participants spent in punitive segregation was problematic, especially because even very brief periods of
isolation can have damaging psychological effects. The United Nations
Special Rapporteur on Torture, Juan Mendez, has noted that “it is clear
short-term solitary conﬁnement can amount to torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment” and recommended that solitary conﬁnement “in excess of 15 days should be subject to an absolute prohibition”
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(2011, p. 23). The United Nations adopted that recommendation in the
“Mandela Rules,” which deﬁned “prolonged solitary conﬁnement” as
lasting “for a time period in excess of 15 consecutive days,” and mandated
prohibition of such prolonged conﬁnement (Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice 2015, rules 43.1, 44). The National Commission on Correctional Health Care (2016) also characterized “prolonged
solitary conﬁnement” lasting for more than 15 days as “cruel, inhumane,
and degrading treatment” because it is “harmful to an individual’s health”
(p. 260). Yet all of the prisoners in GP and AS experienced a nontrivial
duration or dose of isolation that lasted well beyond this potentially damaging threshold. A key table in the National Institute of Justice report indicated that, at the time of their ﬁrst test interval, participants had spent
considerable average times in “Other seg”: GP MI prisoners 12.4 days,
GP NMI 39.8 days, AS MI 88.9 days, and AS NMI 90.3 days (O’Keefe
et al. 2010, table 5).
In her deposition testimony, O’Keefe could not remember exactly how
long study participants remained in punitive segregation before their
charged disciplinary infractions were resolved. At one point, she said,
“When an offender acted out, they were put in punitive seg and generally given notice of a hearing pretty quickly, and then the hearing happened, again pretty quickly after that” (2013, p. 93). Later she “guessed”
the time was around “the two week mark” (p. 94). That was not remotely
accurate, according to table 5 in the report, except for the GP MI group.
O’Keefe later offered another estimate, this time that prisoners were kept
in various punitive segregation units “an average of 30 days” before their
initial testing session (2017, p. 2). This, too, is much less time than the
National Institute of Justice report showed. In any event, it appears that
all study participants were subjected at the outset to harsh conditions of
punitive segregation for at least twice as long as the Mandela Rules would
prohibit, even before the study ofﬁcially began.
2. Uncontrolled Cross Contamination. The second fundamental ﬂaw
was as important as the ﬁrst. It, too, occurred because placement and retention in AS were correctional rather than methodological decisions.
The researchers admitted that they “lack[ed] control over the independent variable, which in this case is the conditions of conﬁnement”
(O’Keefe et al. 2010, p. 35). There was, in their words, “contamination
across groups,” because some AS participants “were not conﬁned in segregation for their entire period of participation in the study” and because
some GP participants “may have at some time during their study partic-
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ipation been placed in punitive segregation or even AS” (p. 35). The
researchers also acknowledged that prisoners in the various subgroups
“may have [been in] multiple locations within a study period” (p. 35).9
In fact, not only did participants move between AS and GP, but a number of them were housed in other conditions during the study, including the hospital and “community placement” (p. 36).
Transferring prisoners back and forth between locations and custody
statuses is routine correctional practice, but it had disastrous methodological consequences. It meant that some AS prisoners in the study were
released into GP for good behavior, some GP prisoners were placed in
AS (or punitive segregation) for rule violations, and some members of
both groups were transferred to other settings. Having both control and
experimental group members move back and forth between treatment
and control conditions (and other unspeciﬁed places) destroyed the integrity of the two groups and made it impossible to compare their experiences meaningfully.
The contamination occurred differently between groups. By the end
of the study, only small and very different numbers of “uncontaminated”
participants were left in each group.10 Methodologically speaking, a true,
a natural, or even a quasi experiment cannot be completed if researchers
lose control of the integrity of their treatment and comparison groups.
The researchers, however, simply aggregated the contaminated prisoners’
data into the groups in which they were originally placed.
O’Keefe et al. (2010, p. 35) acknowledged that “one of the challenges
of applied research is the researchers’ lack of control over the independent variables,” but that admission does not ameliorate the problem. They

9
They wrote that “participants remained in their assigned group regardless of their
placements throughout the prison system” (O’Keefe et al. 2010, p. 35), but mean by this
that individual prisoners were considered to be in those groups for purposes of data analyses even though they did not actually remain housed there.
10
There were only 26 “pure” cases in the AS MI group (of the original 64), 39 in AS
NMI (of 63), 13 in GP MI (of 33), and only 11 in GP MI (of 43) (O’Keefe et al. 2010,
p. 35). All the others moved back and forth between treatment, control, and miscellaneous
other conditions on an unspeciﬁed number of occasions. Thus two-thirds (52 of 76) of the
GP control participants spent time in segregation or other non-GP settings during the
study period, and their self-reports were used to contrast their prison experiences and reactions with those of the AS prisoners, half of whom (62 of 127) spent unspeciﬁed amounts
of time in GP or elsewhere. The “pure” cases were pure only in the sense that they were
not contaminated by moving back and forth between treatment, control, and other conditions during the study. They were still “contaminated” by being exposed to punitive segregation before the study ofﬁcially began.
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nonetheless asserted that “a signiﬁcant advantage of this study is the use
of comparison groups to determine if [persons in AS] change over time differentially compared to similar groups who are not placed in AS” (p. 59).
However, they did not compare similar groups and thus can reach no conclusions about differences in the groups’ experiences.
In fact, it is impossible to conclude anything meaningful from the Colorado results. Lovell and Toch (2011, p. 4) in their initial commentary
on it correctly concluded that “despite the volume of the data, no systematic interpretation of the ﬁndings is possible.”

B. Additional Serious Flaws
The researchers’ inability to maintain control of key aspects of their
research created numerous additional methodological problems. These
problems further negated the possibility that any credible or meaningful
ﬁndings would emerge from the study.
The additional problems pertained to how the participants were selected and how the various groups were composed, what the researchers recorded (or failed to record) about the experiences of members of
the different groups, and questionable data collection procedures. Most
stemmed from unyielding correctional realities and some from unwise
methodological choices.
1. Sampling and Group Composition. The initial sample was drawn
from among prisoners deemed eligible for the study by virtue of having
received a disciplinary write-up and scheduled hearing to determine
whether they would be placed in AS or returned to GP. The initial group
of eligible prisoners was much larger than the number selected to participate. The decision about whom to approach was made single-handedly
and, as she would characterize it, “haphazardly” by O’Keefe: “I would determine who we used, who we included in our study” (2010, p. 116).
The major consideration for inclusion was proximity to the ﬁeld researcher: “We had one researcher, so we had to be able to manage her
workload” (O’Keefe 2010, p. 116). She described the process as “haphazard selection. . . . We didn’t do it in a random fashion, but we didn’t
necessarily do it in a very targeted fashion either” (p. 116). Participants
were drawn from only 10 of Colorado’s 26 men’s GP prisons (O’Keefe
et al. 2013, p. 51). A disproportionate number came from Limon Correctional Facility “[because] it’s fairly close” (O’Keefe 2013, p. 66). This
was not mentioned in either the National Institute of Justice report or
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the briefer published version of the study. If there was anything signiﬁcantly different about that prison, for example, if its punitive segregation
unit (where participants were housed before the study began) was especially harsh or its GP units (to which many participants were returned)
were particularly dangerous, troubled, or inhumane, then a disproportionate number of prisoners would have been affected by being held
there.11 There is no way to tell.
There was also unexplained and unnecessary imprecision in the composition of the groups. In addition to being composed of persons subjected to punitive segregation immediately before they entered GP, the
GP group began as an amalgam of prisoners who subsequently lived under different conditions of conﬁnement. Thus, “thirteen participants in
the GP groups were selected from the diversion program (for being at
risk of AS placement)” (O’Keefe 2010, p. 30). The report elsewhere implied that all of the prisoners were at risk of AS placement because all had
AS hearings; apparently that was not true, and some were “diverted” out
of the process entirely.
A potentially more serious problem concerned the composition of the
AS group. O’Keefe et al. (2010, p. 8) asserted that “Colorado does not
house protective custody; therefore, no AS placements occur at the request of inmates.” This is a correctional non sequitur. Colorado may
not ofﬁcially house protective custody inmates, but they exist in every
American prison system. Protective custody inmates often end up housed
in AS, whether or not they formally request it. In the Colorado study, an
unusually large group of AS participants were identiﬁed as having sex
offender needs: 30 percent of the AS NMI prisoners and 44 percent in
the full AS group (p. 45). In other prison systems, many, possibly all, such
prisoners would be protective custody cases. To be sure, protective custody prisoners are subject to the painful and potentially harmful effects of
social and sensory deprivation. However, they are in a very different situation psychologically than prisoners placed in AS for punishment. Protective custody prisoners typically prefer to be housed in AS-type conditions instead of what they regard as more dangerous GP environments.
As a result, they are likely to be reluctant to voice complaints about living

11
O’Keefe understood the implications of the sampling methods. Concerning work by
others on the effects of administrative segregation, she wrote, “Of particular concern is
that sampling procedures are often not discussed, and thus it is impossible to know if
the ﬁndings were based on a representative sample” (2008, p. 127).
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conditions or adverse emotional reactions, lest they be moved. That a
third of the AS NMI prisoners and nearly half of the AS group overall in
the Colorado study were probably protective custody cases undermined
any straightforward interpretation of the data.
Gang members presented a similar problem. Thirty percent of AS MI
prisoners and 43 percent of those in the AS NMI group were identiﬁed
as gang members (O’Keefe et al. 2010, table 9). Being a gang member
would ordinarily reduce a prisoner’s willingness to report psychological
distress because that would be a sign of vulnerability that might be interpreted as weakness.
Thus, nearly three-quarters of both the mentally ill and non–mentally
ill AS prisoners were likely protective custody cases or gang members.
Yet the researchers ignored the implications of this entirely.
2. Uncontrolled Differences in GP Conditions. The control condition—
GP—referred to placement in one of 10 different prisons. However,
none of the speciﬁc conditions of conﬁnement at any of those prisons is
described.12 Variations in GP environments matter because, obviously,
unless all GP prisoners experienced the same environment, they were
not really in the same condition. If some of the GP environments were
so troubled, dangerous, and harsh that they approximated or were worse
than conditions in AS, it would be impossible to make meaningful comparisons.
A disproportionate number of study participants were housed in the
Limon Correctional Facility (O’Keefe 2013, p. 66). This appears to have
been an especially troubled prison when the study was conducted. In
2010, a journalist wrote about “Limon’s long history of inmate violence,
including two fatal stabbings in ﬁve years and the beating death of a correctional ofﬁcer” (Mitchell 2010).13 The prison’s 5-year violent history
encompassed the entire period of the Colorado study from July 2007
through March 2010 (O’Keefe et al. 2010, p. vii). This meant that many
study participants came from (and GP comparison group prisoners remained in) an especially harsh and dangerous GP environment, perhaps one as psychologically stressful as an AS unit. In fact, Limon’s vi12
The published article indicated only that “GP inmates have access to signiﬁcant outof-cell time (e.g., 110 hours/day), jobs, and programming” (O’Keefe et al. 2013, p. 51). No
additional information about the GP environments was provided.
13
There were also allegations that in 2008 sex offenders at the prison were targeted by
gang members who extorted them to pay “rent” and repeatedly threatened and assaulted
them (Davis v. Zavaras, 2010 WL 625043 [ D. Colorado 2010]).
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olent history may have been serious enough to have precipitated recurring
violence-related lockdowns (e.g., Associated Press 2007), including in
the GP units where some of the control inmates were housed. None of
this was commented on or taken into account.
3. Uncontrolled Differences in AS Conditions. Colorado study AS participants were ostensibly in the same study condition but were nonetheless exposed to very different conditions of conﬁnement. These differences were not recorded or quantiﬁed and thus could not be taken
into account. First, as I noted, all study participants experienced varying
amounts of a harsh form of prison isolation, punitive segregation, before
the study began. For a signiﬁcant number (apparently, the majority) of the
AS prisoners, that continued for a quarter or more of the length of the
study. Thus, “When the study began, there was a 3-month average wait
for inmates to be transferred to [AS],” which was “due to a shortage of
beds. While on the waitlist, AS inmates were held in a punitive segregation bed at their originating facility” (O’Keefe et al. 2010, p. 19).
The median stay in punitive segregation for AS participants was reported as 99 days (which means that half were longer), although a very
small group of prisoners were moved “quickly” into AS. Despite these
very different periods in prestudy punitive isolation, all AS participants
were lumped together for purposes of analysis.14
There was additional imprecision about how much and what kind of
isolation any one AS participant experienced. Some “were not conﬁned
in segregation for their entire period of participation in the study” but were
released into GP or other less onerous settings (O’Keefe et al. 2010, p. 19).
However, even beyond this, it is impossible to know exactly what conditions of conﬁnement were experienced by participants who remained
in AS throughout the study. The reason is that Colorado’s AS program
operated a “level” system in which a prisoner’s “quality of life” (QOL) varied as a function of behavioral compliance and programming. Changes
in QOL were meant to be incentives for compliance with unit rules and
eventual reassignment to GP. The average length of AS stay was said to
be 2 years, with the expectation that prisoners would spend at least 1 year
in AS. However, the minimum stays speciﬁed for the QOL program
14
The “distance between when they were ad-seged and when they went to CSP became
longer and longer because of the wait list in DOC” (O’Keefe 2010, p. 108). An unspeciﬁed
but not insigniﬁcant number of administrative segregation prisoners “were held in the punitive segregation bed but classiﬁed as ad-seg. And that’s the—for the study average to be
about 90 days, but people could be there pretty short, pretty long” (p. 109).
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envisioned much shorter stays: 7 days at level I, 90 at level II, and 90 at
level III—187 days altogether—after which prisoners were eligible for
consideration for reassignment back to GP (O’Keefe et al. 2010, p. 11).
Providing achievable incentives for good behavior and early release
from AS are sensible correctional practices. However, they, too, further
compromised any meaningful interpretation of the study results.
This methodological problem was signiﬁcant because the differences
in QOL at different levels of AS were substantial. The researchers acknowledged that “it was expected that [prisoners in AS] might experience varying amounts of isolation based on the amount of time spent
at different [QOL] levels” (O’Keefe et al. 2010, p. 40). But these varying
amounts of isolation were not documented or taken into account.
O’Keefe acknowledged that the researchers initially wanted information from prison staff on participants’ out-of-cell time, “to track every
time they left their cell,” but could not obtain it because the data “just
were not coded consistently or every time” by correctional ofﬁcers (2013,
p. 55). That meant that the researchers were unable to track the basic
facts of whether, when, and for how long any one prisoner was at one
or another AS level or incorporate these data into their analysis (p. 60).
O’Keefe et al. (2010, pp. 40 –41) reported that staff records yielded “conﬂicting information,” and “it was often difﬁcult to decipher and/or interpret the records.” Thus, “it was not possible to code or use [them] in
the study.”
4. Failure to Control or Record Treatment Dose. There was more to
these uncontrolled and unrecorded variations than just minor differences
in the amount or duration of isolation. The variations in isolation in the
AS condition—including for the relatively few prisoners who stayed in
AS continuously—were very signiﬁcant. The QOL level III AS prisoners
were given additional privileges and allowed to have jobs as orderlies or in
the barbershop. This permitted signiﬁcant out-of-cell time, during
which the prisoners were presumably unrestrained and in contact with
others.15 These opportunities are rare in prison AS units anywhere and

15
As O’Keefe et al. (2010, p. 12) noted, “Arguably one of the most important beneﬁts
of QOL level three is an offender’s ability to have more contact with friends and family.
While offenders’ visits remain noncontact, they are increased to four 3-hour visits per
month and four 20-minute phone sessions. . . . One additional beneﬁt is that offenders
may now be eligible to work as a porter or barber. . . . Beneﬁts to being offered a job position include the ability to earn money, increased time out of cell, and two additional
phone sessions per month.”
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constitute a signiﬁcant modiﬁcation in the nature of the isolation experienced by an unspeciﬁed number of AS prisoners. They introduced even
more heterogeneity into the “same” condition in the study than already
existed.
The researchers also noted that an AS prisoner who acted out could
be even more signiﬁcantly locked down by being placed “on special
controls in the intake unit where he can be carefully monitored” and “additional sanctions may be imposed through the disciplinary process”
(O’Keefe et al. 2010, p. 13).
None of these and other variations in actual day-to-day conditions of
conﬁnement were taken into account. The researchers also did not record and were unable to estimate other basic, important variations in
the experiences and treatment of the study participants. These included
the number of social or family visits prisoners had, visits from attorneys
(O’Keefe 2010, p. 164), and the nature or amount of mental health services the prisoners (including those who were mentally ill) received. As
O’Keefe summarized, “We did not look at any facet of segregation or
correctional conditions that might affect the outcome of the study. We
merely looked at, based on their conditions of conﬁnement—that is,
whether they had originally been coded ‘AS’ or ‘GP’—and then noted ‘if
they reported worse change over time’ ” (p. 207). But whether a prisoner
had originally been coded AS or GP did not indicate what “conditions of
conﬁnement” he had experienced in the course of the study.
C. Miscellaneous Data Collection Problems and Issues
In addition, there were very serious problems with how the Colorado
researchers initially structured and eventually implemented the data collection process as well as with the dependent measures they used. Some of
these problems were the product of the challenging nature of the prison
environment. Others were not.
1. A Single, Inexperienced Field Researcher. Almost all the data collection was done by one inexperienced research assistant who had only a
bachelor’s degree, no graduate training, and no prior experience working
with prisoners or in a prison setting. She was single-handedly responsible
for conducting ﬁve to six separate testing sessions in which she administered between 10 and 12 separate tests with each of 247 participants in
10 different prisons.
The data collection was unusually challenging. O’Keefe noted, “Say
when she was at CSP [the AS facility], she might have a whole bunch

